
‘Social Climbing’
After a year of confinement, uncertainty over a covid passport scheme on the continent 
and PCR costs making the European Alps more expensive for British climbers there is 
plenty of aspiration. Thus it was that, on the evening of 4 June, a half dozen or so AC 
aspirants met, covid tests in hand, in front of the Club’s George Starkey hut in the Lake 
District’s Patterdale just as the sun set over Helvellyn.  

With bunks more comfortable than the shelves still found in traditional alpine huts and a 
kitchen big enough for several hungry climbers, the hut made a fine basecamp in a 
relatively tourist-free part of the Lakes only half an hour from the M6. The kitchen even 
proved large enough for the weekend’s organisers (John da Silva and former AC librarian 
Nigel Buckley) to rustle up a superb carbo-loading supper on Saturday, ably assisted by AC 
Vice President Richard Nadin. 

The hut also has some insanely comfortable sofas around a very appealing fireplace. This 
had some of us scouring the bookshelves for information on nearby winter routes over a 
glass of Jura. Without wishing to be too subversive, the hut has enough Gemütlichkeit and 
Hygge that non-climbing husbands or wives could be safely abandoned for the day. 

Saturday morning knocked the rust off our coil-taking and crevasse-rescuing ropework 
beneath glorious sunshine at the foot of a small crag only twenty minutes dawdle from 
breakfast. Books, zoom sessions and YouTube videos were no substitute for having our two 
instructors, Nick and Robin, with only three or four students each with scope to ask plenty 
of questions. 

More self-effacing than some of their less-experienced Chamonix equivalents, the breadth 
and extent of their knowledge only become apparent slowly over the course of the 
weekend. This level of experience might be considered overkill for teaching basic alpine 
skills but, for aspirants with a variety of skills and a diversity of ambitions, it was 
invaluable. We could (and did) ask anything.  



  

As well as obvious things like what is it like to pull somebody out of a crevasse ‘for real’, 
topics ranged from alternative rope choices for different routes and how things might 
differ in the Greater Ranges to alpine nutrition for longer trips, the pros and cons of the 
various ratchet devices and the utility and battery-hungriness of various apps. It was good 
to understand they whys and wherefores – the obvious example being the many methods 
of tying in for the middle person on the rope – so we can make our own decisions. Lastly, 
for those of us with specific targets in mind, it was helpful to be able to ask questions 
about specific, if not necessarily well-known, alpine crags. Having been met with blank 
looks when asking the same questions at the Office de Haute Montagne in Chamonix, it 
was nice that the answer started with ‘it depends on which direction, what time of year 
and whether you have skis…’ 

One of the joys of the Alpine Club is the diversity of its membership. Over a few pints of 
Wainright’s, the consensus was that the only things we had in common were a love of 
mountains and imposter syndrome as we wondered how we had managed to get accepted 
as ‘aspirants’. Some had started their mountaineering career in a Whillans’ harness while 
others were younger than the oldest member’s boots. Some had driven up from London 
whereas others had only come over the hill. Some had mountain rescue experience while 
others were keen ski mountaineers. 

Naturally enough, conversation turned to maintaining fitness during lockdown with a 
certain amount of envy over locals who had spent the first part of the year being able to 
put their ski boots on in the kitchen. The most innovative and impressive method of 
keeping ‘in trim’ however was certainly the program used by one of the aspirants to train 
for swimming the channel. Combining daily exercise with a diet of pizza, ice cream and 
Guinness, it is to be hoped that details of this regime will feature in the next edition of 
‘Training for the New Alpinism.’   

Practising crevasse rescue under blue skies and sunshine is much more pleasant than the 



Sunday entailed another pleasant, 
if somewhat warm, walk-in to 
Eagle Crag where we put our 
newly honed moving together, 
short-roping and alpine climbing 
skills into practice, ascending 
gradually more difficult routes. 
Now that they knew us slightly 
better, Nick and Robin were able 
to put us into relatively well-
matched rope teams and climb 
alongside us.  

There is no substitute for climbing 
beside people with vastly more 
experience for improving your 
skills and judgement. We were 
also able to learn from each 
other, although for some reason 
there was doubt as to the 
effectiveness of a sticht plate as a 
chat-up line in London climbing 
walls. 

Overall, it was a satisfying 
weekend in a beautiful and 
peaceful area of the Lakes. Not 
only did we learn a lot, but it was 
also a great way to meet like-
minded climbers. The nearby 
covid-compliant beer garden of 
the White Lion meant that the 
aspirants got to share a pint with AC Committee Members who dropped in. Even if the 
aspirants’ meet fails to produce any climbing partnerships to rival Mallory and Irvine, such 
sociable climbing can only be a good thing! 

The view from Eagle Crag
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